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	Key Features

	
		Explore the new features added to the core Docker Engine to make multi-container orchestration easy
	
		Leverage tools such as Docker Machine, Swarm, Compose, and third-party tools such as Kubernetes, Mesosphere, and CoreOS to orchestrate containers
	
		Use Docker Compose with Swarm and apply rolling updates for zero downtime deployments



	Book Description


	Docker orchestration is what you need when transitioning from deploying containers individually on a single host to deploying complex multi-container apps on many machines.


	This book covers the new orchestration features of Docker 1.12 and helps you efficiently build, test, and deploy your application using Docker. You will be shown how to build multi-container applications using Docker Compose. You will also be introduced to the building blocks for multi-host Docker clusters such as registry, overlay networks, and shared storage using practical examples.


	This book gives an overview of core tools such as Docker Machine, Swarm, and Compose which will enhance your orchestration skills. You’ll learn how to set up a swarm using the decentralized building block. Next, you’ll be shown how to make the most out of the in-built orchestration feature of Docker engine and you’ll use third-party tools such as Kubernetes, Mesosphere, and CoreOS to orchestrate your existing process. Finally, you will learn to deploy cluster hosts on cloud services and automate your infrastructure.


	What you will learn

	
		Build scalable, reliable services with Docker
	
		See how to manage a service in Docker using Docker Swarm, Kubernetes, and Mesosphere
	
		Discover simpler orchestration tools such as CoreOS/Fleet and Rancher Cattle
	
		Understand cluster-wide logging, system monitoring, and troubleshooting
	
		Build, test, and deploy containers using Continuous Integration
	
		Deploy cluster hosts on cloud services and automate your infrastructure



	About the Author


	Randall Smith is a senior systems administrator at Adams State University. He has been administering Windows, Linux, and BSD systems since 1999.


	He has been active in helping other sysadmins solve problems online and off. He has presented at the Colorado Higher Ed Computing Organization and Educause conferences on topics including Linux KVM and Ceph.


	In his spare time, Randall streams Let's Play gaming videos at Music Free Gaming on YouTube and Twitch.
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NetSuite For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	This book provides a friendly introduction to NetSuite. If you’ve picked up this book, chances are you already know something about the product, but here’s a quick summary: NetSuite is the number one, Web-based business software suite available as of early 2010. NetSuite offers an integrated application that wraps all the...
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Handbook of Digital and Multimedia Forensic EvidenceHumana Press, 2007
Handbook of Digital and Multimedia Forensic Evidence presents an overview of computer forensics perfect for beginners. This volume will serve as a foundation and guide for: (a) students considering a career in this field; (b) the law enforcement investigator assigned to work cybercrimes; (c) establishing training programs for forensic...
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Computational Systems Bioinformatics: Csb2007 Conference Proceedings, University of California, San Diego, USA, 13-17 August 2007Imperial College Press, 2007
This volume contains about 40 papers covering many of the latest developments in the fast-growing field of bioinformatics. The contributions span a wide range of topics, including computational genomics and genetics, protein function and computational proteomics, the transcriptome, structural bioinformatics, microarray data analysis, motif...
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The Apocalypse: A Brief History (Blackwell Brief Histories of Religion)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	This accessible and enlightening history provides insights into the fascinating genre of apocalyptic literature, showing how the apocalypse encompasses far more than popular views of the last judgment and violent end of the world might suggest.

	
		An accessible and enlightening history of the "apocalypses"--ancient...
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Cost Management: Accounting and Control, 6th EditionSouth-Western College, 2007


	Over the past twenty years, changes in the business environment have profoundly

	affected cost accounting and cost management. A few examples of these changes

	are an increased emphasis on providing value to customers, total quality management,

	time as a competitive element, advances in information and manufacturing technology,...
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The Moral Media: How Journalists Reason About Ethics (Lea's Communication Series)Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
The Moral Media provides readers with preliminary answers to questions about ethical thinking in a professional environment. Representing one of the first publications of journalists' and advertising practitioners' response to the Defining Issues Test (DIT), this book compares thinking about ethics by these two groups with the...
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